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ABSTRACT

Radiation environments chamcteriatic of those
encountered during the low-tempemture foot pulse rmd
subsequent higher-temperature early-step pulses
(without the foot pulse) mquhed for indirect-drive ICF
ignition on the National Ignition Facility have been
produced m hohlraums driven by x-rays from a z-pinch.
These environments provide a platform to better
undmtand the dynamics of full-scale NIF hohlrmuns,
ablator material, and capsules prior to NIF completion.
Radiation temperature, plasma fill, and wall motion of
these hohlramns are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of the propxxxl He-fill wall

tamping and hole closure in the National Ignition
Facility (NIP) hohlmum [1, 2], and improved
understanding of capsule ablator burn-through rates md
shock propagation velocities using N!F-relevant pulse
&apes and hohlramn sizes are needed to better design
these components [3, 4]. In this paper, we show that
hohlramns (Fig. 1) using a static-wall-hohlraum
geometry [5] heated by x-rays from a z-pinch on the Z
generator [61am capable of providing mdiation fields for
such pm-NIF studies. Moreover, such environments
offer the opportunity to study the implosion of Dz iilled
capsules capable of genemting thermonuclear neutrons
that would be also useful for NIF-relevant neutron
diagnostic development u] and capsule fabrication
performance studies [8].

Figure 1 illustrates the static-wall hohlraum in two
geometrical arrangements. In the single-sided x-ray ddve
of Figure lAj the hohlraum is place4 on axis, above a
pulse-shaping target (PST) within an x-ray-producing z-
pinch. In the tswsided x-ray drive of Fig. lB, the
hohlranm is sandwiched between two PSTS. In either
case, x-rays produced in the PST enter the axial

hohlraum through one or two radiation-entmndmles
(REH) and heat its walls. The x-rays are genemted in the
PST by the, thwmalization of the kinetic energy
acquired when a cylindrical plasma shell, mated by one
or more wire arrays, collides with the PST within the z-
pinch. In this arrangemen~ the wires (which rue made of
tungsten) form an annular plasma radiation case [9] by
the time they strike the PST (first strike). ~ high-
atomic-number mdiation case traps a fraction of the x-
rays produced in the PST (as in a dynamic-hohlraum
[10]), and radiation flows from the interior of the PST
into the axial hohlraum, whose walls remain relatively
static. A low-opacity foam fill is used in some of the
PSTS so that as final stagnation is approach@ the foam
nxnains transparent to the x-rays, yet provides a back-
pressure on the imploding mass. The back-pmssum
enables additional energy to be extmcted from the
acceleration and inmases the x-ray energy genemted as

B.
+—————— %—————4

A

Figure 1: Schmatic of (A) single-sided drive tested
on z and (B) two-sided drive under &velopment.
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Sophisticated national technical means are the only
resources unavailable to this class of adversary. This
adversary was originally developed from theoretical
models, However, recent stories in the press and
elsewhere indicate that this adversa~ may actually exist
[2] [3].

2.2 Team Building

Red teams are formed with the assumption that diverse
teams deliver the best results. This process is illustrated
in Figure 1. Here, individual red teams are formed for
each project or system under scrutiny. These teams
consist of a core team of information system analysts.
Consultants, experts, and other analysts, as needed,
augment this core team.

Not all red team members are information systems
analysts. Additional expertise is sought, depending on the
system under consideration. For example, a red team
examining a biological and chemical agent detection
system could include experts on biological and chemical
warfare agents, physicians, and even meteorologists. A
red team that evaluates a petroleum storage system might
include petroleum engineers as well as ‘information
systems analysts.

2.3 Assessment Process

IDART uses the same basic process for each red team
assessment. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

Source Information – Each assessment begins with a
rigorous attempt to ga~her all source information on the
system of interest. This typically includes, but is not
limited to these types of datz

● Design& development documents.

●

●

●

●

●

●

Test requirements and results documents.

Network design, development, ~d confirmation
documents.

Results from various forms of fieldwork. This could
include live on-site network discovery and active
network reconnaissance.

Software quality assurance documents.

Source code.

Interviews with developers.

Formal Understanding - The purpose of gathering
this information is to develop a formal understanding of
the system of interest. This formal understanding consists
of the following

Description - a comprehensive system-level
description of the information system of interest.

Objective Purpose - a thorough understanding of the
objective purpose of the system of interest, including its
mission and relevance in the defender’s enterprise.

Critical Success Factors – a consensus opinion on the
critical success factors for both the system of interest and
the red team.

Multiple Formal Views – As time and resources
permit, the Sandia JDART tries to understand the system
better by developing five views of the system:

●

●

A functionallconceptualllogical view of the system to
answer the question, “HOW does it work?” is
developed.

The next view of the system encompasses physical
and spatial understanding of what things exist and
where they are.
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Figure 1- Red Team Development Process
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Formal

Figure 2- Assessment Process

● A temporal understanding of the many possible conceptual attacks. Vulnerabilities are chosen based on

sequences of events is explored. their perceived value to the adversary and their abili~ to

. If appropriate, a view of the system lifecycle, achieve the adversary’s objective purpose. Only high-

including where and how it is designed, built, value vulnerabilities are developed into candidate attacks.

enhanced, modified, used, and repaired is also Candidate attacks are reported in Attack Tables. For

developed. each attack, the red team typically reports:

● Finally, a consequence-based view is wed to ●

determine what can go wrong. ●

Candidate Vulnerabilities – The red team then
institutes a series of brainstorming sessions among the red
team members to develop a list of candidate
vulnerabilities. These are highly speculative and
represent the red team’s perception of reality at this point ●

in the assessment. The red team attempts to document the
results of these brainstorming sessions in an effort to
generate a complete record of the process. No
wdnerabilities are dismissed at this point, simply because “
the team does not want to overlook or dismiss any attack.
All potential attacks are reported to the sponsor. The “
results of this process are usually reported in either Fault ●

Trees or Attack Trees.
Attacks – Members of the core red team then take the

list of candidate vulnerabilities and select certain
wdnerabilities that will be further developed into

Description – Detailed description of the attack.

Attack % Complete – To what extent has this attack
already been developed by other parties? For
example, an attack script that can be downloaded from
the Internet might be 90’% complete, whereas a new
conceptual attack may only be 10’XOcomplete.

Probability of Success – If the attack is carried out,
what is the probability that the attack will achieve its
objective purpose?

Attack Mean Time to Recover (M~R) - How long
would it take defenders to recover from this attack?

Cost to Develop – usually measured in man-hours.

Time to Develop – How long would it take the
adversary to develop this attack in a laboratory
environment?
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Time to Implement - Once developed, how long
would it take the adversary to mount thk attack in the
field?

SkilIs to Develop – What unique skills are required to
develop this attack?

Resources to Develop - What type and quality of
resources such as facilities, equipment, and materials
are needed to develop this attack?

Skills to Implement - What unique skills are required
to carry out this attack? Often, less-skilled st@Yis
required to implement an attack than is required to
develop the same attack.

Resources to Implement - What type and quali~ of
resources such as facilities, equipment, and materials
are needed to execute this attack?

Credibility Validation A Ranking – This list of
potential attacks is then delivered to the sponsor with the
expectation that the sponsor will apply their own risk
management processes to prioritize the attack list.
Ideally, the customer will have some established
intelligence or risk management fimction to perform this
function. Otherwise, the red team will recommend which
attacks should be developed into some sort of activity.

Activities – Optionally, the sponsor may elect” to
demonstrate any or all of the red team attacks as part of a
larger activity. These red team activities usually take the
?orm of some sort of demonstration, field exercise, or

2.4 Reporting Process

The red team usually generates three types of reports
as shown in Figure 3.

Quick Look Report – The Quick Look is the result of
a high-level speculative analysis of the system. This
report is usually generated after the Candidate
W.dnerabilities are identified (see Section 2.3). This
report is usually delivered halfivay through the
assessment schedule.

Detailed Surety Assessment – This report attempts to
document all of the attacks that were identified by the red
team. The goal of this report is to deliver a complete set
of all attacks and vulnerabilities postulated by the red
team as well as details required for developing any of the
high-value attacks. This report is usually delivered before
the “Credibility Validation & Ranking” step described in
the Red Team Assessment Process (Section 2.3).

Activity Plans - In cases where the red team is
expected to proceed with some sort of activity based on
their attack list, the reel team will then develop detailed
plans for each activity. These plans may include:

●

●

●

Experiment Plans – Details of a scientific experiment
designed to gather clata that either supports or refites
an experimental hypothesis.

Demonstration Script - Details of a demonstration that
illustrates how an adversary might mount a given
attack.

Exercise Plan – Details of a generic red team exercise.

Project/System

Analysis

Detailed
analysis

& planning

Selected
Activities

Figure 3- Red Team Reporting Process
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This may be appropriate if a sponsor needs a red team
to model a given adversary for a particular event such
as a war game or training exercise.

Activity Reports - Detailed results from a red team
activity. These may include, but are not limited to the
following data

●

●

●

3

Test Data - Test results or other relevant data
collected during the activity.

Red Team Diary - chronology of each step taken by
the red team and the system’s response as observed by
the red team.

Attack Trees and other planning aids used by the red
team,

Application of the Process

The Red Team Assessment Process was applied to five
different DARPA ITO projects, including

●

9

●

●

●

MIT Lincoln Labs Intrusion Detection Evaluation

Generic Sotlware Wrappers

Agile Security Architecture

Ensemble

Intruder Detection and Isolation Protocol (IDIP)

These projects were selected by consensus between the
Sandia Red Team and the DANA ITO. The selected
research projects represent a variety of development
stages and concepts.

Four projects were reviewed through the Quick Look
Assessment and Surety Assessment Phase. One project
(Agile) was determined to be no longer viable and was
dropped from the full assessment process prior to a fill
Quick Look Report, Attack tables were generated only
for those projects that have a technology implementation
component.

For the remaining four ITO projects, the following
were reported:

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

System Description

Critical Success Factors for the system

Metrics for success of the systems

Surety Assessment results

Recommendations including proposed experiments

Conclusions

Results of the Interaction between the developers
and the Red Team

List of References for each project

The actual assessment results are detailed in a separate
limited-distribution report [4].

4 General Results

4.1 Data Collection

The amount of data available was comparable to the
stage of development that each project had achieved.
Much of the data was available on the project web sites or
was collected through interviews. The data collection
process revealed the importance of a concept of
operations since many of the projects depended heavily
on the correct or appropriate application of the end
product of the project.

4.2 Critical Success Factors

Critical success factors were determined for each
project. Some of the key success factors include the
followim

The-attack scenario data sets used in each project
must be appropriate to the design and continually
updated to represent possible real-world threats. The
data set must be diverse and of sufficient quantity to
represent current real-world threat vectors.
Simulation networks must be consistent with real
world networks both in diversiv and complexi~ to
be representative of true operating conditions.
System performance and overhead requirements must
be minimized on each platform and should not
significantly degrade the network performance of an
application.
Sequencing of security systems is critical to
interactions with COTS software.
Security systems must be portable to multiple
platforms in today’s computing environment and
must show value in group communication settings.
They should be flexible and easy to configure.
SecuriU system automated responses shall not deny
service to valid users such that a critical operation is
denied. There must be a way to recover from the
adversary using the security system’s own responses
as a denial of service attack.
One security system should not be able to circkvent
another security system.
The security system shall be self-protecting and
resilient ag;i&t attacks on the se;urity sys;em itself.

4.3 Metrics

The red team identified metrics relevant to each
project. Not only must performance metrics for each
project must be defined, they must be consistently applied
so that appropriate comparisons can be made. The
advertised reliability/fault tolerance gained by use of a
security system shouki be validated against different
network loads and various group setting scenarios. Some
of the metrics used include:
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a)
b)

c)

d)

e)

o

~)

h)

i)

j)

Number of exploits and attack scenarios.
Number of services and protocols represented in the
test network and therefore, in the data.
Number of resources required to run each security
system feature on a specific platform.
Number of operating system platforms that can run
successfully use a security system.
System overhead percentages for each security
feature.
The degree to which a securi~ system increases the
applications capability and enhances the reliability an
fault tolerances of a network.
The security system does not add depreciable to the
end-to-end network delays as indicated by throughput
calculations and measurements
Security mechanisms provided by a security system
are shown not to be weak against different
compromising scenarios
Percentage ofi
— access attempts that are effectively denied by a

securi~ system
— denial of service attacks that succeeded in

denying critical operations
— attacks that succeed in crashing the security

system itself and the degree of recoverability
Distribution of times:
— for response to be complete from time that the

attack was assessed
— for response to be complete from time fust event

of attack was detected
— to alert of unauthorized access from time first

event of attack was detected
— to recover operations for valid users after a

denial of service attack
— to recover critical operations
— tore-establish the normal operational state after a

successful attack against the system

4.4 Surety Assessment Results

Through review of the project web-sites and limited
discussions with the project principal investigators, the
following observations are made:

Limited Attack Scenario Data Set - The number and
types of attacks that are currently used for testing and
evaluating security systems are limited and are not
representative of current real-world threat vectors. The
attacks used for testing are typically single-step exploits
and do not include multi-step attack scenarios.

Consistent Application of Comparison Metrics – A set
of appropriate comparison metrics should be established
and consistently applied such that distinctions are made
for the attack sets a particular IDS system is designed to
cover.

Simulation Network Suitability - The test network used
to test systems should be representative of the complex
user-environment of today’s computing environment.

No Adversarial Model – Test networks currently have
no clear mission and therefore, an attacker has no clear
goals. The adversarial model is non-existent. Several
adversarial models should be developed to show what
currently can be detected and what cannot against various
threat levels.

4.4.1 Potential Design Weaknesses
COTS and security system eflorts duplication -

If security checking fimctionaliu is duplicated between
the COTS application and the security system,
performance issues may arise. Further, if interference
occurs, then security lapse issues may arise.

COTS applications and OS evolution - When COTS
software products release new versions, issues of security
system compatibility may need to be addressed. A
potential exists for lapses regarding security fimctions
when patches are made to COTS or changes made to the
operating system.

4.4.2 Security Issues
Communication Transitions - Protocols that initiate a

change-over from non-secure to secure communications
and secure to non-secure communications must be
thoroughly understood so as not to introduce security
breaches. It is particularly important to understand how a
system determines if all communications are within the
confines of the firewall, and whet%er the protocol can be
spoofed into believing that all communication is within
the firewall when actually a node maybe outside the
fuewall.

Insider Threat - Many security systems assume no
insider threats.

Security system characterization. The fact that a
security feature exists invites the possibility that an
attacker could intentionally provoke a security system in
order to characterize it. This is prirticularly true for
response systems. The attacker could present attacks of
sufficient severity to invoke response through relays and
cut-outs to prevent tracking the attacks back to their
origin. Once response characteristics are known, an
attacker can use that inilormation for attacks.

4.4.3 Performance Issues
Denial of Service - Memory fragmentation or full

memory may cause denial of service issues.

4.4.4 Implementation Issues
System interfaces - Solutions involving multiple

systems and incorporating various degrees of non-
homogenei~ within system interfaces are possible issues.
Careful design of the interfaces between security system
modules is important to minimize the potential of
introducing significant overheads. Also, reconfiguration
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of an active system can be diftlcult since it involves
delicate synchronization that COU14 if not handled
appropriately, prove so disruptive as to shut down the
application.

Lack of user documentation - To the novice operator,
there still exists perplexing and confising problems with
path, environment, compiling, and execution of security
systems. This condition is exacerbated by a lack of
technical and user documentation

5 Lessons Learned

The experience resulted in some valuable lessons
learned in the application of red teaming to development
projects:

Timing is everything. With cyber development projects,
red teaming can occur at design stages or within
development stages. For red teams to have an effective
impact, they must be a player throughout design and
development as a reali~ check. Documentation is the
primary element needed to support red teaming at design
stages. Deployable elements are needed for red teaming
in development stages.

Red teams are a tool, not a threat. Red teams reveal
potential weaknesses in cyber systems so that mitigation
can be developed as early as possible prior to deployment
of the system. If red teaming is perceived as a threat or
audit, the information sharing is limited and the results
less successfid than those resulting from a teaming
environment.

Integrated red teamimz requires dannin$!. For red
teaming to have value, it must be an integral part of cyber
design and development. As such, it must be planned and
scheduled as part of the project like other elements such
as code reviews. It does take some time and resources to
support red teaming dialogue, data collection, and
experiments. This must be planned for in order not to
burden a development project unexpectedly.

Red teamint! of cvber development rn-oiects is

mutuallv beneficial. Understanding the threat and
possible attack vectors for new systems keeps red teams
ahead of state-of-the-art. Projects benefit born early
detection of potential problems with time to address
mitigation prior to deployment or at le=t ~
understanding of the risks.

6 Conclusions

The key to successful red teaming at the development
stage is the understanding that red teaming is not an audit.
Rather, red teaming provides a mechanism for improving
the deliverables associated with DARPA cyber
development projects similar to a proof of concept test.
Success also depends on the free sharing of information in
a timely fhshion. The projects evaluated and the red team
both benefited from using this process.
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